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March 6, 2020

Coronavirus: More Important Information for Your Business

This is the second Special Bulletin sent to members of the Reusable Industrial Packaging Association regarding COVID-19 (coronavirus). This Bulletin includes some new information directed specifically towards businesses and was developed by CDC, EPA and DHS. The EPA document provides guidance on disinfectants to use when cleaning rolling stock. In addition, we have attached the latest information from CDC on business actions to be taken to reduce employee exposure, and a DHS/CISA document on risk management.

Links have been provided for each document below.

EPA guidance on disinfectants for rolling stock: Go [here](#)

CDC guidance for businesses: Go [here](#)

DHS/CISA information: Go [here](#)

RIPA will continue to share all relevant information as it becomes available but would urge anyone with questions to follow CDC, EPA or local health official’s guidance.